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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaking Communities of Quebec

lntroduction

What is the English-speaking community?

The English-speaking Community of Quebec (ESC) represents multiple communities that

are divirse, multicultural and multiracial in nature. The Community includes English-

speakers wiro choose to speak or use the English language, for example, for delivery of
services. The Community also includes those citizens who identify with, or have an

interest in, the English language.

Why is a development plan needed for the Engtish-speaking community?

The first step taken by the Global Development Planning Steering Committee was to

review the need for a Plan to revitalize the English-speaking Community of Quebec- Why

are we doing this? Is a Global Development Plan necessary? What do we hope to achieve?

To answer these questions, the Committee examined the current state and likely future

outlook of the Community without arevrtalization Plan in place. The following conditions

were identified.

l. An evolving identity The ESC is evolving through a transformation - some aspects of which are

negative and have cieated serious malaise - a lack of identity. Other aspects are positive and

represent opporlunify - a renewal.

2. Adaptation and ambiguity The ESC has adapted to changing Quebec culture. The rising level

of bilingualism is proof of this adaptability. Accommodation has also contributed to an

ambiguous citizenship as perceptions shift from majority status (identiffing with English-

speakingNorth America) to minority status in Quebec.

f,rlr,
._/ 3. Population diversity, mobility, and loss The ESC population is dispersed across the province

^A$t" . ^s and ii becoming increasingly diverse. A tradition of high mobility in response to economic

f\ , Q'* ^fP- 
opportunity and tne relative ease of moving to other parts of North America benefit individuals,

T/\ )f1{fO Uui leaa toa collective loss. The exodus of youth, particularly from rural regions, continues to be

!l' il{' 
a maJor concern'

I 
+. A tack of unity Within the diverse ESC population there are significant enough cultural

distinctions to inhibit collective action. Leadership of the overall ESC has tlpically been lacking

or divided, and efforts to promote collective action are still regarded with a certain degree of
susplclon.

5. Insfficient presence in decision-making at the tables The ESC of Quebec is largely absent

from established provincial and federal leadership.

6. A needfor collective knowledge and modelsfor guidance There is a lack of knowledge about

the ESC and research is required on rvmy levels.
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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaki ng Communities of Quebec

What are the objectives of the Global Development Plan?

With these conditions in mind, the Steering Committee concluded that a Global

Development Plan is an exfraordinary opporfunity to mobilize and integlate resources and

talents, to create and strengthen networks, to give experience and visibility to a new

generation of leaders, and to develop improved institutional leadership. In each case, the

goal is not simply to reflect a past identity, but to invent enhanced community capacity and

project a sense of dynamism and exhilaration as partners in Quebec's future.

The priorities set out by the Plan provide a framework to guide development decisions

or.r u five-year time period - 2004-2009. The objectives of Global Development Plan are

to:

1. Define a realistic sense of an English-speaking community within a predominantly

French Quebec in a predominantly English North America (minority within a

minority within a majority);

2. Develop our citizenship role within Quebec;

3. Help maintain our population base through civic participation, a renewed sense

of belonging, ffid, in particular, through meaningful employment for our youth;

4. Develop and support representative leadership and recognized common institutions

that speak for the Community's interests;

5. Ensure the capacity to participate and be heard in decision-making circles of
Quebec and Canada through solid research and competent, visible and representative

leadership;

6. Create the capacity for an evolving knowledge base around the researching of
demography, education, cultural attitudes, language orientation and policy and

models of community vitality.
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Global Plan for the Communities of Quebec

(_' Whatis fhe process to arrive at the Globat Development Plan?

The content of the Global Development Plan reflects an ongoing process of consultation

and validation with the Community. To structure this consultation, the Steering Committee

appointed chairpersons to recruii and oversee eight task forces representing priority

sectors for development across the province: Arts & Culture, Employment' Heritage'

Education & Training, Health & Sociat Services, Media, Visibility & Leadership' and

Youth.

The overall community vision and development strategies presented in Part 1 of this report

are based on the priorities identified by the eight sector task Forces' A summary of the

individual Sector Plans is included in Part 2'

The following steps describe the key benchmarks in this process (as of June 2003)' The

overall PIan will be taken to the community at large for further validation in the fall

of2003.

1. November 2001 (Hull, Quebec): The GDP project was ratified by the Quebec

Community Croups Netiork. it. Cpp Steering Committee was formed'

2. March 2002 (Metis-sur-Mer, Quebec): The QCGN approved the proposed GDP

objectives and plan of action put forward by the GDP Steering Committee'

3. Summer 2002:Young Canada works students from across the country worked with

QCGN mernber gforr[t to compile a province-wide database of community contacts'

4. June-September 2002:The GDP Steering Committee w_as restructured and expanded to

include chairpersons to head up eight u"ii rity sectors of development' !e Chairs

proceeded to recruit representatives from across the province to sit on a Task Force for

each sector.

5. Novemb er 2002- February 2003: Planning workshops were heid in Montreal with each

of the eight Task Forces. iollowing each iorkshop, a draft Sector Plan was distributed

to the Task Force for comment andadjustrnent. The Task Force members were

encouraged to validate the document with contacts in their sector' To this end' an

electronic feedback form was attached to each Sector Plan and the feedback response

was documented by the Task Force Chairs.

6. May 2-3 2OO3 (Montreal): The eight Task Forces came together for th9 lntersectoral

Conference - a collective discussion on community vision, main developmgnt strategies

and next steps. This was a key step as it provided ior exchange among and between the

sectors.

7. June 2003: The draft overall Plan was forwarded to the Task Force members forreview

and adjustnent.
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Part 1: Overall Development Plan

The overall development plan presents the vision of the community as a whole and the

main development strategies to move the community closer towards that vision.

Vision of the Community

The vision statement for the English-speaking Community of Quebec reflects the concepts

and thernes that arose during discussions with the GDP Task Force members. For

example:

organizations, governments ;

employment;

bilingualism, education and health institutions, network of community
organizations, tradition of volunteerism, established roots and history, globaliy
connected with access to outside expertise and technology, etc.

The vision of the English-speaking Community of Quebec therefore reads as follows

The members of the English-speaking Community are full partners in all
aspects of Quebec society. The Community is present in all regions of
Quebec. The vitality of the Community is strenglhened by the richness of
its heritage, the energy of its youth and its evolving cultural diversity.

The Community depends on effective, accessible
networks. These networks provide health care, education
language skills, employment opportunities and support for heritage, arts

and community development.

_ h .Z%<"
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The Community embraces innovation, excellence, research and global
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Global Development Plan for the Eng lish-Speaking Communities of Quebec

Main development strategies

Six (6) main development strategies are proposed to guide development (revitalization) of
the Engltsh-speaking community over the fve-year planning period of 2004 to 2009. These

strategies are broadly defined, overlapping and collectively will move the Community

closer to its vision. The priorities and actions proposed in the Sector Plans support these

main development s trategies.

Research capacity - Empowering through knowledge

Develop capacity for research so that development decisions are made on a fact-

based understanding of the Community and its environment. A knowledge-based

approach recognizes the Community's assets, builds awareness and consensus,

strengthens credibility, and increases leverage with the majority Community and

with funding parhrers. Ultimately, developing capacity for research will strengthen

community resources. Supporting obj ectives include:

- Identify a coordinating body.
- Connect all organizations involved in research including academic

institutions (University chair) govemment and research groups.

- Influence the research priorities of these organizations.
- Develop capacity for research at the most local community level.
- Disseminate and share the research results - the knowledge.
- Review and replenish the knowledge as required.

Coordinate and link activities and initiatives within and across the various sectors

that serve the English-speaking community. Develop greater collaboration and

sharing both within and between sectors. Build a stronger collective voice at all
levels. Supporting obj ectives include:

- Identifu a coordinating body and formalize networks where needed (some

sectors have more developed networks than others).
- Create greater awareness of existing networks and available services.

- Identifying regional gaps in services.
- Provide greater access to services.
- Encourage meaningful dialogue with the majority Community and funders.

(_
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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaki ng Communities of Quebec

Support education, haining and ernployment initiatives to enhance community

vitality in all regions for all ages.

- Build on the current rise in bilingualism among English-speaking Youth by
increasing French-language preparedness for the workforce in Quebec and for

further education.
- Sfrengthen existing models and access to Frenchlanguage training.
- Provide greater access to training and employment services across all sectors

and regions.
- Promote effective and meaningful use of technology to reach dispersed

population in more remote regions (innovative models).

Gultural identity - renewed sense of belonging

Celebrate the English-speaking community's diverse heritage and cultural arts.

- Secure recognition and support from the English and French education sectors

for EngJish-speaking heritage and history
- Seek the interest and support of English and French media to promote the

cultural identity of the English-speaking community.
- Validate and promote community-based culture.
- Encourage exchange and collaboration with French-language artistic and

heritage communities.

Participate and seek greater visibility in the larger community so that the English-

speaking community assumes a partnership role in Quebec's future. Supporting

objectives are to:

- Seek a stronger presence in decision-making bodies of all types - government,

boards and committees - in all sectors in all regions.
- Develop common community positions (supported by research).

- lnfluence public policy and sensitize funding bodies of the Community's needs.

- Promote leadership skills development to support a new generation of leaders.

- Increase capacity to manage cultural diversity.

7
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Global Development Plan for the Engl Communities of Quebec

t//'q

Provide Youth who want to stay in Quebec the opportunity to do so'

- Provide English-speaking Youth the opportunity to parlicipate actively in
and to assume leadership positions.

- Encourage and promote biculturalism so that English-speaking Youth actively
participate within the larger community.

- Encourage involvement of the education sector at the community level to serve

Youth interests.
- Ensure full access to education and training resources in all regions.

8
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Part 2: Sector Development Plans

The Sector Plans articulate the definition, viston and priority goals to guide-development

in each of the eight sectors oyer tie five-year time frame of the Global Development Plan'

SpeciJic actions-to support each of the Sector Plans are available under separate cover'

Arts & Culture

The Arts & Culture sector refers to all disciplines within the creative arts including visual,

media arts (television, film), performing and written, in all their individual formats and

interpretations. It does not i"a"a" heritige, but recognizes that cultural heritage (roots)' as

a creative and expressed form of artistic indeavor, is fundamental to any of the arts' Arts

& Culture refsrs to the creative process through which the artistic end-result is achieved by

individuals or groups for the enjoyment ana farticipation of the larger community' For the

purposes of thI dis^cussion, boih professional and community-based artists. (amateur) are

included in all deliberations, as we are referring to the entire English-speaking population

of the province of Quebec

Vision

As an English-speaking minority souP, we are a multilingual, multicultural and

multigenerational artistil 
"o*-onita 

op* to collaboration among diverse voices and

realities. we encourage communitils to look outside of their homes to share in the

vibrancy of the artistiJexperience so there is greater investnent in community expression'

We recognize artistic eicellence within oi* communities, welcome innovation and

constitute viable cultural industries that contribute to the economy. To ensure the future of

our arts and artists we insist that our children are taught to value art as a fundamental

expression of who we are.

Priority Goals

Goal 1: Secure proportional funding for the sector, based on a formul athat respects the

percentage of the Engtish-speaking population in the province of Quebec'

Goa72: lncrease accessibility and demystify the artistic procoss.

Goal3: Build links with education adminisffators to promote the importance of Art in the

learning process - Art is fundamental to learning'

Goal4: Validate community-based culture which is fundamental to the

ultimate success an-d appreciation of the professional Arts & Culture sector'

Goal 5: Provide physical and professional resources'

Goal 6: Collaborate/communicate with French-language artistic communities'

9
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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaking Communities of Quebec

Education & Training

The Education and Training sector is the network of public and private institutions and

organizations that serve students involved in the life long learning process, from pre-

Kindergarten to university and beyond. In addition to the established school system, the

sector includes the job training, language, literacy, social and cultural training programs

offered by provincial and federal government agencies, community otganizations and the

private s..tor. Community-based groups, which include parent volunteers, local

organizations and advisory groups, provide essential support to the sector.

Vision

Education is the cornerstone of the future of the English-speaking communities of Quebec.

In serving life-long learners who would like to be educated in English, we are dedicated to

graduating students who are fluent in oral and written English and French and are prepared

to thrive in a global economy with changing realities.

We believe in a democratic education system that is universally accessible with equal

opportunity for all students.

Education and training must be based on sound long-term pedagogical and vocational

practices and research resulting in effective student-centered leaming. There is a strong

Lorrs"rrs.r. that English is an essential element of the fabric of Quebec and that the English

school systern is fundamental to the survival of the English-speaking minority community.

The presence of English in Quebec is an important asset to the province in today's

globalization.

Priority Goals

Goal 1: lncrease the French-language preparedness (written and oral, but particuiarly
written) of graduates for the workforce and further education.

Goal 2: lncrease support for literacy taining for youth and adults in English.

Goal 3: Give higher priority to vocational taining.

Goal4. Re-construct the high school organization and curriculum to support the Reform

(based on cycles).

Goal 5: Find ways to maintain and enhance English schools'

Goal 6: Ensure meaningful use of technology.

Goal 7: Provide more human resources for classroom support at all levels.

Goal 8: Ensure that teacher training and recruitment meet Quebec needs.

10
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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaki nq Communities of Quebec

L Employment

The Employment Sector includes English-speakers seeking employment (

employment), employment
many cases other communi
these English-speakers.

service organizations serving these English-speakers (and in
ties as well) and small, medium and large businesses hiring

Vision

Our aim is to support a desired quality of life that respects diversity through innovative

approaches that build on our assets.

The Employment sector respects and works in full partnership with employers, workers,

co*mrrnity support services (educational and training) government and other funders'

The partrers are thriving economically in a globally connected environment.

Priority Goals

Job seekers:

Goal 1: Identifu and act on strategies to allow English-speakers who want to stay and

work in Quebec to do so, especially in the regions of the province.

Goal2: Provide increased accessibility to ianguage and skill training to strengthen job

readiness.

Employment service organizations:

Goal 3: Improve capacity to serve clients through greater collaboration among English-

speaking ernployment service providers, employers and govemment partners.

Goal4: Provide adequate resources (including diversified funding) to allow service

organizations to respond to diverse client needs.

Employers:

Goal 5: Remove barriers to set up small businesses.

Goal 6: Encourage ernployers to hire qualified English-speaking job seekers.

Goal 7: lncrease the representation of English-speakers in the Public Sector.

b4
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Global Development Plan for the English-speaking Communities of Quebec

Health & Social Services

The Health & Social Seryices sector supports the physical, mental and social well being, of
all age groups from pre-natal to seniors. The sector depends upon professionals and non-

professionals financed by public and private means and includes:

1. lnstitutional resources (hospitals, CLSC, CHLSDs, etc.), including alternative

resources that are financed by public funding, such as foster family and

intermediate resources ;

2. Private-public resources (medical clinics, ambulances, etc.);

3. Organized social support and government subsidized community groups;

4. Natural environment (family and self help groups such as church organizations);

5. Community organizations or the non-profit sector.

Vision

An effective and efficient integrated health and social services network which is responsive

to the evolving needs of the different English-speaking communities and their demographic

realities. The community acts in full partnership/participation with health and social services

institutions, regional planners, comnrunity organizations and cooperative provincial and

federal governments towards the delivery of local primary health care prevention and health

promotion, using innovative models to access specialized health and social services where

required and working with a well supported community resource sector.

Priority Goals

Goal 1: lncrease the participation and leadership of English-speaking communities within
the Health & Social Services system.

Goal2: Ensure that the English-speaking communities are well informed regarding the

range of health and social services that they are entitled to receive.

Goal 3: lncrease the level of support for community resources.

Goal4: Encourage full participation of English-speaking coillmunities in initiatives to

renew the Health & Social Services system, so that new priorities and programs

reflect the regional realities.

Goal 5: lncrease access to English language health and social services through measures

that strengthen our communities and support adaptation of the health and social

services system in order to meet the needs of English-speaking people.

12
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Globa! Development Plan for the English-Speaki nq Communities of Quebec

Heritage

Heritage is made up of all those cultural and physical things we receive throughout our

lives, which influence our lives and help determine the direction of our future. The concept

of "Heritage" must include a cot..pi of a time, the past shaping the present which

influences the future.

Our Heritage includes both the natural environment and human culture; folklore, language,

customs and traditions, as preserved and expressed in the material form such as artifacts,

archives, published heritage, built heritage, and sacred sites.

Our responsibility is toward future generations. We are stewards of our Heritage for a

limited span of time and must conserve it carefully in order to pass it on to those who

inherit it from us.

Vision

Through a well-integrated trans-Quebec effort the Heritage sector must develop an

improved sense of identity within and for the English-speaking communities.

It must determine what needs to be preserved, e.g., documents, artifacts, and sites, for the

lasting identity of the English-speaking communities.

It must leam effective means of sustaining this identity and correctly communicating it to
the entire Quebec population.

We must go beyond the simple preservation of Heritage and develop in people of all ages

and cultural backgrounds an appreciation of their Heritage.

13
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Globa! Development Plan for the Englis Communities of Quebec

Priority Goals

Goal 1: Establish a knowledge base on Quebec Heritage that can be made accessible to

all interested parties.

Goal}: Build capacity in the Heritage sector by providing financial, human and material

resources for training and obtaining work experience.

Goai 3: Improve integration of efforts and networking at alllevels.

Goal 4: Increase Youth involvement in the Heritage sector

Goal 5: Secure sustainable funding from government, business and communities for
Heritage groups and projects.

l4
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Global Development Plan for the English Communities of Quebec

Media

T\e Media sector consists of organizations which distribute information of public interest

by whatever method. Its users are advertisers on the one hand, and readers, listeners and

viewers on the other hand.

The Communications or Public Relations industry consists of organizations which

diskibute information to the public fof their own interest or that of specific customers,

usually business, non-profit groups and government agencies, to promote their product or

service or image, either througlr the media or direct promotion. Its users are the

organizations themselves, their customers, the media and members of the public.

Vision

Our vision for the Media Sector is media specialists working for prosperous media outlets

providing quality communications to a stable or growing audience in all Quebec's regions.

The Sector serves a corlmunity that effectively uses corlmunication vehicles at its
disposal.

To do their best, English-Quebec's media must be fuelled by a thriving economy and a

media sawy population, have access to a variety of public and private resources, and

benefit from collaboration within the sector, in such activities as public education,
promotion and research.

Priority Goals

Goal 1: Strengthen the knowledge base of the Media sector.

Goal 2: lncrease revenue of all suitable types, especially advertising from all sources -

public and private.

Goal 3: lncrease audience participation in all types of media.

Goal4: Educate target groups in the community on efflective use of the media.

Goal 5: Provide appropriate training for all aspects of the media.

Goal 6: Provide succession planning for the community Media sector.
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Global Develo Plan for the lish-S Communities of Quebec

Youth

The Youth sector refers to English-speaking youth and young adults up to 29 years of age.

The sector is further defined according to four fundamental elements:

A broad and diverse community: In addition to individuals whose first official language

spoken is English, this sector includes allophone youth whose first official language is

English and youth from French and English intermarriages who speak both official
languages.

A Fundamental role in Global Development Planning: The Youth sector is fundamental to

the vision and goals of all other aspects of the English-speaking community. Youth are the

link to future leadership and to future generations. Youth deciding to live and work within
their communities is a common concern crossing all the sectors involved in the GDP

planning process. There is still a marked and permanent exodus of youth from the English-

language community out of Quebec.

Regional dffirences; The experience of the more remote rural areas differs greatly from

regions closer to urban centres. The Youth Plan aims to reflect all perspectives - where

they differ and where they coincide.

Acttve and empowered: The Youth sector continues to generate energy and enthusiasm

regardless of the limitations associated with a minority language community. The Youth

sector has demonstrated an interest and ability to take positive action through the creation

of its own organisations and initiatives.

Vision

ln the future, English-speaking youth in the province of Quebec:

. are bicultural. Their education and language skills make them equally qualified

for employn'rent as French-speaking youth and they are comfortable interacting

socially and culturally with the French-speaking community.

. axe part of a new reality whereby youth participates on its own terms in
community, social, and political life - not just integrated into the older
generations' idea of how they should participate;

. are offered resources and opportunities for kaining and employment;

o have an increased sense of belonging and ownership of their communities and

in the province; and

o are considered an integral part of Quebec society and feel a strong sense of
belonging and commitnent to Quebec.

Underlying this Vision is a gradual shifting in societal values towards a community model

that involves youth participation.

16
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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaking Communities of Quebec

Priority Goals

Goal 1:Value the talents and skills of English-speaking youth and promote them as an

added asset to the French-speaking community.

Goal 2: Encourage youth to participate actively within organisations and that organisations
make the structural changes needed to reflect the interests of youth.

Goal 3: Encourage and promote biculturalism so that English-speaking youth share and

exchange actively and comfortably with the French-speaking community.

Goal 4: Ensure that English-speaking youth are equally qualified for employment
opportunities as their French-speaking counterparts.

Goal 5: Ensure that Youth in the regions see a future in being a mernber of the English-
speaking Community.
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Global Plan for the Communities of Quebec

Visibility & Leadership

Visibility and Leadership is concerned with the future adequacy of a supply of leaders, an

effective presence at various levels of decision-making (the notion of visibility) and the

availability of competent institutions.

Leadership in the English-speaking community of Quebec would include elected officials
(to all levels of government, health boards, school boards, etc.), nominees to boards and

commissions, and all service organizations representing the community - regional,

religious, educational, health & social services, cultural, youth, women, recreational, etc.

Leadership comss from individuals in the public and para-public sector, the media, labour,

business, volunteer sector, opinion leaders and knowledge-based personnel.

Vision

An energized and organrzedmulticultural and globally aware English-speaking community
in Quebec society where French is the common language and where there is mutual respect

for all.

Working in an open and inclusive mannsr, building on the strength of our youth so that

they can take their place in society.

We actively participate as an effective presence in decision-making at all levels.

We are a fundamental component of Quebec society and strong supporter of the
pro gressive so cial democratic tradition (communitarian values).

PrioriU Goals

Goal 1: Promote leadership skills development.

GoaI2: Adopt a knowledge-based approach.

Goal3: Skengthen and develop networks.

Goal 4: Prepare for cultural diversity - a multicultural community.

Goal 5: Develop a sophisticated mechanism for social action and political advocacy to
influence public policy.

t8
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Global Development Plan for the English-speaking Communities of Quebec

MEMBERS OF THE GDP STEERING COMMITTEE

Chair
Hugh Maynard, Executive Director, Quebec Farmers' Association
Sainte-Anne-de Bellevue, Quebec
maynardh@ofaqyf.org
514-398-7844

Task Force Chairs

Arts & Culture
Jane Needles, Montreal
jneedles@sympatico.ca

514-487-t0tt

Education & Training
Peter Riordon, Sutton
p.riordon@acbm.qc.ca
450- 5384306

Employment
James D. Hughes, Monteal
i hu ghes@epoc-montreal. ca

514-877-78t0

Health & Social Services
Marion Standish, Rougemont
marion. standish@sympatico.ca
4s0469-3432

Heritage
Edward F. Laberee, Lennoxville
elaberee@abacom.com
819-875-5776

Media
Charles Bury, Birchton
charbury@netrevolution.com
8r9-87s-5793

Visibility & Leadership
Hugh Maynard, Ormstown (Former Chair: John Trent, Chelsea)
maynardh@qfaqyf.org
5t4-398-7844

Youth:
Jennifer Johnson Blouin, Quebec
res-dev@hollandcentre. ca
418-683-9274
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Global Development Plan for the English-Speaki ng Communities of Quebec

Resource persons:

GRUNDY MARKETING INC., Susan Grundy
grundy.mackenzie@sympatico. ca

5144894915

Quebec Learner's Network (QLN), Peter MacGibbon
peter@qln.ca

819-778-2270 # 1666

Cente for Community Organizations (COCo)
Frances Ravensbergen, Gillian Keefe, Manuela Petersen

coco@cam.org
514-849-5599

Bisson & Associates, Ronald Bisson
ronaldb@bisson.ca
613-596-6004

QCGN staff:

Deborah Hook, Executive Director
hookd@qcgn.ca
4t8-68t-2112
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Christiane St Laurent, Coordinator,
programs@qcm.ca
418-681-2tt2
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MEMBERS OF THE ARTS & CULTURB TASK FORCE

f

Chair: Jane Needles
Performing Arts
Montreal

Paul Cummins

Dinah Duffield
Visual Arts
Eastern Townships

Baj Mukhopadhyay
Youth representative
Montreal

Shaun Peppy
Musician
Outaouais

Ken Williams
Visual arts
First Nations artist

Don Wilson
Performing arts/community arts
Eastern Townships

Ewa M. Zebrowski
Film/Visual arts
Montreal
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MEMBERS OF THE EDUCATION & TRAINING TASK FORCE

Chair: Peter Riordon
Vice Chair ETSB, Director and Past President QESBA
Eastern Townships

Jody Meacher: Youth co-chair
Teacher, special interest in ICT
Eastem Townships

David Daoust
Former DG, Riverside School Board
Chateauguay Valley

Elaine Freeland
Former ADM, MEQ Anglophone Services
Monheal

Anne MacWhirter
Former teacher, QFHSA representative
Gaspd

Ian MacWhirter
Commissioner, former adminiskator
Western Quebec

Paffi Moore
CQSB

Quebec City

Fred Rokni
Champlain College CEGEP
South Shore
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MEMBERS OF THE EDUCATION & TRAINING TASK FORCE
(continued)

Diane Ratcliffe
Past President, QESBA
Hudson

Joan Rothman
EMSB, special interest in inner city/poverty
Montreal

Ron Silverstone
ED AAESQ, former administrator adult ed, EMSB
Montreal

Marie Thibault
Bishops University, English history website
Eastem Townships

Collette Turnbull
Commissioner
Sevenlslands
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(.-- MEMBERS OF THE EMPLOYMENT TASK FORCE

Chair: James Hughes
Executive Director, EPOC MONTREAL
Montreal

Donald Bourgoin
Director, Pavillon Riviere St- Jean Faunique Reserve

President, CASA
Gasp6

Robert Elman
lnvestrnent advisor, Scotia Mcleod
Montreal

Cynthia Grahame
Human Resources Manager, I.C. Axon and Locus Dialog
Montreal

Nathaniele Pelletier
Employment counsellor, Womens' Y
Montreal

Rosemarie Powell
Founder, Solidec Network Workers Cooperative
Montreal

Alexander Reford
Director, Les Jardins de M6tis - Reford Gardens

M6tis-sue-Mer

Iris Unger
Director, Youth Employment Services (YES)
Montreal
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e MEMBERS OF THE HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES TASK FORCE

Chair: Marion Standish
Nurse consultant
Rougemont

Heidi Beakes
P schyolo gist/S o cial Worker, C LS C La Pommerais
West Brome

Lynne Beattie
Nurse, English rep. CHUS
Sherbrooke

ZenonBryniawsky
Executive Director of Catholic Community Services

Montreal

Jim Carter
Coordinator of Community Health & Social Services Network
St-Bruno

Louis Ilanrahan
Directeur general St. Brigid's Home
Sillery

GaiI Hawley-McDonald
Coordinator - R.R.S.S.S.

Stella Kennedy
Social Worker, Centre de Jeunesse

Douglastown
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e MEMBERS OF THE IIERITAGE TASK FORCE

Chair Edward Laberee
President, Compton County Historical Museum Society

Co-Chair Val6rie Bridger
Communications Coordinator, Assistant Secretary of QAHN

Lorraine O'Donnell
Project Coordinator Literary & Historical Society of Quebec.
Member of the Board of Directors, kish Heritage Quebec, Quebec City.

Beverly Prud'homme
Rawdon Historical Society.

Heather Darch
Curator, Mississquoi Historical Society
Secretary, E.T. Chapter of FSHQ.

Dick Evans
President of QAHN

Michael Cooper
A founding Father of QAHN
Historical Society of the Gatineau

Rod Macleod
Vice President of QAHN
Quebec Protestant Education Research Proj ect,

McGill University, Montreal.

Walter Willett
Manager of the Gaspesian British Heritage Center.
New Richmond, Qc.

1
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L MEMBERS OF THE MEDIA TASK FORCE

Chair: Charles Bury
Editor, Quebec Heritage News
Cookshire

Peter Black
Producer, CBC Radio

Quebec City

Cynthia Dow
Director of Operations, Micmacs of Gesgapegiag Band
Cascapedia-St-Jules

Heather Dickson
Publisher
Pontiac

Greg Duncan
Executive Director, Quebec Community Newspaper Association (QCNA)
Montreal

Karen Macdonald
JoumalisVsupervisor, CanWest Global Quebec (CKMI Television)
Co-owner/Editor, Quebec Chronicle Telegraph

Quebec City

(_

Alex Megelas
Fundraising and Public Relations, Head and Hands
Co-founder, Grenadine Records
Montreal
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e MEMBERS OF THE VISIBILITY & LEADERSHIP TASK FORCE

Chair: Ilugh Maynard
Executive Director, Quebec F armers' As soci ation
Chair, Global Development Plan Steering Committee
Ste-Anne-de-Bellevue

Past Chair: John Trent
Fellow, Centre on Governance, University of Ottawa
Retired professor of political science, University of Ottawa
Former director of Alliance Quebec
Chelsea

Pam Anderson
Former municipal counsellor
M6tis-sur-Mer

Susan Hutchinson
Co Incumbent, Greater Parish of Gasp6 (Anglican)
Gasp6

Dr. Myrna Lashley, Psychologist
Dean of Arts, John Abbott College
Montreal

('

Douglas MacAulay
Member, City of Sherbrooke Council representing the Borough of Lennoxville
President of the Borough Council, former Mayor of Lennoxville
Former Commissioner, Eastern Townships School Board
Lennoxville

Eric Maldoff
Lawyer and founding president of Alliance Quebec
Co-Chair, Federal Health Commission on English-speaking Quebec
Montreal

Fo Neimi
Co-founder and Executive Director, Centre for Research-Action on Race Relations

Commissioner, Quebec Human Rights and Youth Rights Commission
Montreal

Candice Rock
Student at McGill University, Political Science
Montreal
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.e MEMBERS OF THE WSIBILITY & LEADERSHIP TASK FORCE
(continued)

Fred Ryan
Publisher/owner - Pontiac Journal, le Bulletin d'Aylmer, The West Quebec Post

Pontiac

Bishop Bruce Stavert
Bishop of Quebec (since 1991), former Parish Priest (Schefferville, Blanc-Sablon)
Former Chaplain at Bishop's University

Quebec City

Michael Stevens
Co-founder and co-director of the Cente for Community Otganrzations (COCo)

Montreal

Russell Williams
MNA, Nelligan
Pierrefonds
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L.

L.

MBMBERS OF THE YOUTH TASK FORCE

Chair: Jennifer Johnson
Holland Centre

Quebec City

Roberta Billingsley
New Carlisle

Colin Brodhead
Montreal

Lisa Delisle
Lennoxville, currently living in Montreal

Chris Dye
Montreal

Brian Gignac
Thetford Mines

Tara Lee Lavallee
Quebec City and Lower North Shore

Nadira Ramharry
Montreal

Sharon Springer
Montreal
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